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Figure 1: VizAbility pipeline: users navigate the chart using a keyboard and ask questions that are answered by classifying their
query type (e.g., visual query) and referring to underlying data, chart visual structure, user location, and internet browsing.

ABSTRACT
Data visualization serves as a crucial tool for communicating im-

portant information in our society. Yet, as visualizations grow more

complex, they become less accessible to individuals with visual

impairments. Traditional accessibility approaches like alternative

text and data tables often fall short of capturing the full potential

of data visualization. To bridge this gap, we introduce VizAbility, a

novel multimodal accessible system that combines keyboard nav-

igation with conventional interaction, enabling individuals with

visual impairments to actively engage with and explore data vi-

sualizations. We built an LLM-based pipeline that classifies user

queries and synthesizes underlying data, chart structure, user local-

ity, and web-based information to answer the queries. Our prelimi-

nary evaluation using real-world questions from blind individuals

demonstrates the significant potential of VizAbility.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Data visualizations are widely used to convey complex data. How-

ever, their inaccessibility poses a significant challenge for those who

are blind or have low vision, leading to an information disparity,

especially with crucial data like health information [12, 14]. Regret-

tably, the majority of data visualizations found in practice remain

inaccessible [5], and existing visualization tools do not support

accessible design well [8]. While alternative text and data tables are

commonly used methods for accessible visualizations, they tend to

diminish the inherent benefits that data visualizations offer [9].

This paper presents VizAbility, a multimodal accessible data

visualization system that integrates keyboard navigation and con-

versational interaction. VizAbility incorporates ideas from recent

approaches, specifically keyboard-navigable chart content [16, 17]

and chart question & answering [13]. Instead of solely focusing on

an individual modality, we integrate the respective advantages of

these approaches to provide an enhanced accessible data experience.

Unlike previous multimodal accessible systems that require custom

tactile or haptic hardware with additional audio feedback [3, 4, 9],

our system eliminates any additional adoption cost for screen reader

users and can be easily scaled for diverse chart types. In the fol-

lowing sections, we describe our design decisions and provide an

overview of the system pipeline.
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2 VIZABILITY DESIGN DECISIONS
Our work is motivated by a study that highlights the advantages

of keyboard navigation for chart content and conversational inter-

action [8]. While keyboard navigation can be cumbersome when

dealing with complex charts, it closely represents the visual layout.

Conversely, conversational interaction allows efficient data explo-

ration through natural language queries but lacks independent

verification. These approaches complement each other, offering

distinct benefits while mitigating limitations.

To create VizAbility, we built an LLM-based pipeline that handles

different user inquiries, including analytical, visual, contextual, and

navigational queries. This pipeline integrates Olli [2], an open-

source library that transforms charts into a keyboard-navigable

structure [17]. We use LLMs due to their broad knowledge base and

language understanding capability, which significantly advances

the existing system, VoxLens [13], which can only handle single-

series data. We improve response quality and enable navigation

queries by incorporating Olli information into our prompt design.

3 VIZABILITY SYSTEM PIPELINE
VizAbility assumes that visual encoding information and the under-

lying dataset are available in the Vega-lite [11] spec. We feed this

spec to Olli [2] to render the chart content in a keyboard-navigable

format. We also render the chart graphic for sighted users. The text

box enables blind users to type their questions regarding the chart.

Step 1: Query Classification. Our system classifies users’ queries

into one of four classes: analytical query (e.g., involving only data),

visual query (e.g., involving encoding info), contextual query, and

navigation query. Such a task-division approach is known to im-

prove LLM performance [15]. We use a few-shot prompting ap-

proach by providing a few examples of our own ground-truth clas-

sifications of the questions used in Kim et al. [7]. We explicitly in-

struct the LLM to output only the query type without any additional

text. If the user query cannot be classified, VizAbility responds, “I
am sorry I am unable to answer the question”.
Step 2: Query-specific Prompting. We then construct different

prompts based on the query type. For analytical qeries that

primarily involve data, we utilize the CSV agent in LangChain [1],

which leverages OpenAI’s API (gpt-3.5-turbowith temperature
= 0) [10]; this allows us to work around the token limit in the

prompt by putting data as external knowledge in a CSV file. Since

Vega-lite may transform the raw data to generate a chart, we send

the final transformed view data to the CSV agent [1]. To further

help contextualize user questions, we take advantage of Olli’s tree

view by sending its textual description of the chart and the user’s

location in the tree. For instance, for the analytic question “What
was the least amount of houses sold?” for the line chart (Figure 1),
VizAbility responds, “The least amount of houses sold was 468,297.”

To handle visual qeries that include visual encoding informa-

tion, we also extract color encoding information from the scales in

the parsed Vega-lite spec and include it in the CSV file along with

the data. As the color encodings are in hex codes, we convert them

into common English color names. The LLM can then determine

the color the user is referring to by using the closest color name

(user: red → orangered). For instance, when the question is

“What color is Africa?” for the scatter plot (Figure 1), VizAbility

responds with “Africa is teal.”. The remaining pipeline follows the

same architecture as that of analytical queries.

For contextual qeries that do not require the information

depicted in the chart but ask about general relevant knowledge,

we employ a Web Browser agent [1]. For instance, when asked the

question “What do we mean by temperature anomalies?” for the bar
chart (Figure 1), VizAbility responds, “Temperature anomalies are
deviations from a reference or average temperature...”

On the other hand, navigation qeries pertain to users’ loca-

tion within the tree view. For instance, the user might ask “How do I
get to the X-axis from here” for the scatter plot (Figure 1), VizAbility
then guides the user by responding, “Press the up arrow key. Press
the left arrow key.”. To handle these navigation queries, we assign a

unique address to each node in the tree view ( Figure 1, e.g., 1.2
is the second child of the root. We send this, along with the user’s

active position within the tree view. Utilizing few-shot prompting

once more using example navigation from one point to another,

the LLM is trained to format its answer into a step-by-step guide.

4 PRELIMINARY EVALUATION
Dataset. We used a question dataset from prior work [7] for evalu-

ation. The dataset consists of four charts (bar, line, scatter, and map)

and 979 questions from blind individuals. We excluded the choro-

pleth map as Olli [2] cannot handle it yet. We converted the charts

into Vega-lite specs for testing and manually categorized them into

the four query types. The questions did not include navigation

queries. Next, we performed an 80/20 split between the testing and

validation sets through stratified random sampling based on query

classification; we used the validation set to construct examples

for few-shot prompting. Finally, we randomly extracted 5% of the

testing set, resulting in 33 questions for preliminary evaluation,

considering computational time and cost constraints.

Results. For step 1, VizAbility achieved 91% (30/33) accuracy in

categorizing user queries. For step 2, out of the 30 questions, it

successfully answered 76.7% (23/30) when we manually assessed

the responses as “correct” or “incorrect”. When considering only

bar and line charts, our accuracy is 60% (12/20). For comparison,

the existing systems [6, 7] can only handle bar and line charts,

achieving 16% accuracy when tested with all 245 queries related

to these chart types. Thus, the preliminary results indicate the

significant potential of VizAbility for sighted users.

5 CONCLUSION & FUTUREWORK
This paper introduces a multimodal approach to enhance data vi-

sualization accessibility by combining keyboard navigation and

speech interaction. The preliminary evaluation demonstrates the

promising potential of our approach. In future work, we plan to

improve performance by experimenting with advanced prompt-

ing strategies and conducting a comparative analysis of VizAbility

against existing systems [6, 13], as well as other LLM services that

currently support image input. Additionally, we aim to construct a

larger benchmark dataset for a more comprehensive evaluation. Fur-

thermore, we will conduct a user study involving blind participants

to thoroughly assess the practical utility of VizAbility.
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